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Extention List:
The shown extentions in the bars are no recomodation of the
extention lvl. They are to show if there are any prequisits.
- A full collord bar means this extention has no prequisite.
- A bar with more than one collored bar means that this
extentionlevel is needed for the following extention.
- A bar with only one collored frame means this is the last
extention in this series and is not requied for any extention's
prequisit.
Single extention (Complexity)

no prequisits

Grouped extentions
-

prequisite for next
prequisite for next
last extention

General Information about Perpetuum

Perpetuum
Perpetuum is a Massive Multimplayer Online Game (MMO). It is a Sandbox game which means
that players are mostly creating their own content, their own wars and their own fun. With that
given this game does not suit the taste of every gamer.

Game Features:
Its all about Robots:
In Perpetuum you do not control an humanoid avatar,
or a spaceship. In Perpetuum you control a Robot. Of
course you will get different, bigger and better bots
later in the game.
Long time reward system:
In Perpetuum you do not gain experience points for
doing anything ingame as you do in a lot of other
MMOs. There are also no character levels. In
Perpetuum you will gain extentions points (EP). And
you do not earn them ingame with your actions, you
get them over time. These EP can be used to
upgrade or buy new extentions (skills).
You will get new EP every day. If you play for free
then you get 1440 EP a day. But you have to log in at
least all 3 days or the EP generation will stop.
If you support the game and buy a EP booster then
you get 50% more EP (2160) and EP will continue for
the duration of the booster even if you dont log in at
least all 3 days.
This will always mean that a player that plays this
game longer than you will have more EP and will
always have more EP as you do. But that is not a big
unballanceing issue. Every player can specialize in a
certain field in a reasonable amount of time. You will
be able to get to the same level as the older players
because all skills have a maximum. Once you reach
that you will be at the same skill level as they are.
Veterans might have more EP and they might have

maxed out a few things. They may be more flexible
and be able to do more things than you do. but you
can get there as well. Just needs a bit patience.
Overall this system rewards long time participation,
similar to another well known space sim game out
there.
Single Game World:
In Perpetuum there are no multible servers. There is
only one world, one server, and all players all around
the earth play in the same game world. Often players
from the same time and language zones will band
together in corporations but there are also a lot multi
language and multi tiemzone corporations and
Alliances.
Nothing lasts forever!:
In this game every bot and every piece of equipment
you put on them may not be eternal. Your robot can
be destroyed, may it be from NPCs or by other
Players if you choose to go the the PvP islands. So
its not like in other MMOs where you just collect your
equipment that you will keep all the time or untill you
replace it with a better one. Here erverything is
„consumable material“.
Player driven Economy
Because everything can be destroyed there is a
constant need of new goods. All that is part of the
game. (nearly) Every item, every bot every peace of
ammunition can be build ingame. There is a complex
indursty system behind it which includes resource

gathering, research and production.
You dont have to get involved with this. But you can.
It is one way to play the game. The whole market is
player driven and there are plenty of other ways to
earn your money (NIC) and buy the things you need
from the market, or direktly from other players if you
wish so.
You also can join a corporation with many other
players and play an autarc group who produces
everything they need for themselfs. Everything is
possible.
In Game content (Sandbox):
This is a Sandbox game. So nobody takes your
hands and walks with you all the way. In this game
you can play the way you want to play. You do not
have to follow a specific given path or i sould say:
there are no specific given paths.
You can earn your living as a worker by gathering
resources if thats the way you want to play, you can
become part the industry, research or production.
You can kill NPCs and take their loot, you can make
missons and gain rewards and standing at some NPC
corporations.
You can play a pirate and attack players living on the
PvP islands and take their loot.
Or you can join these players that are living on the
PvP islands and fight off these pirates and play at war
against other player corporations and alliances.
And there are still many other things you can do. It
depends on you what you will do.
Last advice:
This is a MMO, and i have to recomend that you play
it as a team with other players. You can play the lone
wolf, but it will be the hard way. There is so much
more fun playing in a group, and the long term game
mechanics heaviely recomend it. Join a corporation or
create a new one. There are a lot of players in this
game that are willing to help you in your first steps.

Character Creation
A new beginning!
In most other MMO games you
control the avatar you create at
beginning directly. And your
early choices have great
influence on your comming
gameplay. In Perpetumm this will
not be the case. You only create
a Avatar picture and a Name.
1. Avatar design
Your „avatar picture“ that you create at the beginning
is only shown in the character window of the game,
minimized in the chat window, and on the official
forums. So even if you don't like that (your) face you
dont have to see it very often. There is no humanoid
character in this game. You will control a Robot or
Mech so your avatar has no model and is not present
in the game.
2. Name
Pick one! Some people like stupid names, some
people like smart names, and some people just see a
name as that what it is. A name.
Choose a nickname, or anything you like (and no one
has chosen before you), but keep in mind that other
players might judge you or your mental state
depending on that choice.
3. New Player experience
After character creation you will be droped into a
virtual training ground. Here you will be given a rookie
checklist which will guide you through the basics.

It is heavily recommended to complete the rookie
checklist! Besides the very important information
you will also get better starter bots and equipment if
you finish the list.

envioment“, the real game.
All your extentions will be set temporary to lvl 5, but
dont get your hopes up, this will be removed and will
be set to the standart rookie skills once you leave the
test area.
In here you have plenty of money (NIC) and you can
buy all basic robots and equipment there for very low
cost on the market (market will get avalible after a
few tasks on the checklist). So you want to try ot
some heavy mechs or other things you want to work
later with. Here is a chance to try out some stuff
without the worry of consequences.
Also this is a perfect place where you can test the
different factions to find out what is more to your
liking.
Also this is a very good opertunity to try out the
bigger mechs and heavy mechs that you might want
to pilot in the future.
Once you are done you can move to the exit teleports
and choose a faction.
If you select on of the factions (combat) then you start
of the island of that faction. If you choose the industry
route then you have free choice on what island you
want to start.
And so it begins!
If you completed the rookie checklist then you should
have the following rewards in your new homebase:
- one arkhe (noob robot)
- one light class robot
- one assault class robot
- a few T1 items
- some ammo or charges
Bots and Equip will vary dependending on the faction.

This vitrual training ground is a small island with a
termainl and some room where the new players can
test out things with no risk and no conseqenses
before they are droped in the „harsh sandbox

You also start with some NIC and 20.000 EP
(Extention Points) that you can spend to increse your
skills.

What to do?
I will not tell you what to do with your starting
skillpoints because there are too many ways to do so.
But for character creation it will make sense to go
with one focused line. If you want to start with combat
then pick the combat line. If you want to start with
industry then you should pick the only industry line.
Or if you like the economy stuff then go for that. But i
advice against spreading your starting skills too thin.
The best thing that you can du as a new Player
(besides reading this guide) is to ask other players in
this game. The Perpetuum community is very helpfull
and nice, so dont be shy to ask if you need any
information. Or even better look yourself for a corp to
join.
As the last point i will give you a short oveview what
the starting corporations have for differences.
Starting Skills in Nuimqol Bots:
- specializing in em-guns
- have the fastest bots
- least potential for range
- „blue“ bots

Starting Skills in Thelodica Bots:
- specializing in laser guns
(pew pew laser guns)
- highest potential of range
- „yellow“ bots

Starting Skills in Pelistal Bots:
- specializing in missiles
- can use terrain as cover
(less LOS issues then guns)
- „green“ bots

Races and Damage Types
The Races of Nia:
There are mostly 3 races with each their diffrent bots.
Each race has their own preferences in weapons and
each weapon type comes with its basic damage type
and other benefits and disadvantages.

Each race has diffrent basic armor resists They have
a high resistence in one type that makes them better
protected vs the same race where their weapon
damage is effective.

Rock Paper Scissors!
With the basic resistances and the weapon damages
of the racial bots we get a ballanced rock, paper,
scissor wheel. Where one bot type is the more
effective versus another.

Nuimqol Basic Resistences
There is a forth „race“ which is the Nian Industrial
Trust. But ill keep that out of here because this one is
not relevent for the basic combat mecanics.
The Nuimqol Union:
The Nuimqol Union prefers hit and run tactics.
Therefore their bots have slighly better speed then
the other races. They prefer magnetic weapons,
which have kinitic as base damage, which makes
them effective vs Pelistal bots. Their weapons have
the biggest potential for damage but the least
potential for range. And their bots are blue.

0%

The Pelistal Empire
The Pelistal Empire favors missiles over cannons.
Missiles are fired in a ballistic path and therefore have
less line of sight issues then the turret weapons of the
other races. Missiles have a high range potential but
do have a lower potential for damage then their turret
counterparts. Pelistal robots are green.
Damage Types:
There are four damage types in the game.
Kinetic
Thermal
Seismic
Chemical

100%

← best damage to inflict

Thelodica Basic Resistences
0%

50%

100%

← best damage to inflict

Pelistal Basic Resistences
0%

The Thelodica Clan:
The Thelodica Clan prefers laser weapons. They
have thermal as base damage, which makes them
effective vs Nuimqol bots. Their weapons have the
biggest potential for range at a moderate damage
potential. And their bots are yellow.

50%

50%

100%

← best damage to inflict

Each race has this „resistance hole“. So often it
makes sense to use that damage type on them. But
these bots also can have fittings to close that hole.
Thats why the chemical ammunition is very popular,
because it works good with all races and using their
second worst basic resistance.
Each weapon type has its basic damage type that
you can't get rid of it. You can get a secondary
damage type and there are also ammunition with
pure damage types. There is also specialized faction
ammunition that can only be gaind via assighnment
rewards.
More about ammunition and their attributes on the
next page.

Of cource this is only in general and that works pretty
fine in PvE in most cases.
In PvP there are a lot more things that determins the
victor of a battle. Even in a straight one on one battle
between bots of the same category and with even
skilled players. There are still way more factors in the
battle. Resistance holes can be closed with fitting and
your choices on the battlefield can be more important
than any resists. Movement, using the terrain to your
advantage or having fittings that will counter the one
of your enemy are only a few of many factors.

Resists & Ammunition
Nuimqol: using EM-Guns → Kinetic damage
0%

50%

Pelistal: using Missiles → Seismic damage

Thelodica: using Laser → Thermal damage
0%

100%

50%

0%

100%

50%

100%

← best damage to inflict
← best damage to inflict
← best damage to inflict

Kinetic
Damage

Thermal
Damage

Seismic
Damage

Chemical
Damage

Factition
MultiDamage

Faction
Range
Modifier

Slugs

Energy Cells

Ballsitic Missiles

(EM-Guns)

(Laser)

(Launcher 150m/300m opt. range)

Compact Missiles

Bullets

(Launcher 150m opt. range)

(Firearms)

Small composite:

Small photocinetic:

Small armor-piercing ballistic:

24

9 | 13

15 | 20

Medium composite:

Medium photocinetic:

Medium armor-piecing ballistic:

compact:

Medium armor-piercing:

48

18 | 26

30 | 40

45 | 60

22 | 22

Small armor-piercing:

11 | 11

Small incenary:

Small thermal:

Small doublecore ballistic:

13 | 9

24

15 | 20

Small metal-ceramic:

Medium incenary:

Medium thermal:

Mediumdoublecore ballistic:

compact:

Medium metal -ceramic:

26 | 18

48

30 | 40

45 | 60

20 | 12 | 12

10 | 6 | 6

Small liquidcore:

Small sonic:

Small sonic ballistic:

Small composite:

13 | 9

13 | 9

40

11 | 5 | 3 | 3

Medium liquidcore:

Medium sonic:

Medium sonic ballistic:

26 | 18

26 | 18

80

compact:

Medium composite:

120

22 | 10 | 6 | 6

Small chemoactive:

Small chemoactive:

Small chemoactive ballistic:

14 | 8

14 | 8

20 | 15

Medium chemoactive:

Medium chemoactive:

Medium chemoactive ballsitic.:

compact:

Medium chemoactive:

28 | 16

28 | 16

40 | 30

60 | 45

24 | 16 | 16 (-50% opt. range)

Small UDC:

Small 'Apocalypse':

Small 'Smite' ballistic:

11 | 5 | 5 | 5

5 | 11 | 5 | 5

8 | 8 | 21 | 8

Medium UDC slug:

Medium 'Apocalypse':

Medium 'Smite' ballistic:

22 | 10 | 10 | 10

10 | 22 | 10 | 10

15 | 15 | 40 | 15

Small 'Magnedart':

Small 'Crypto':

Small HEAT-IX ballistic:

30 (-20% opt. range)

22 (+20% opt. range)

35 (180m opt.range)

Medium 'Magnedart':

Medium 'Crypto':

Medium HEAT-IV ballistic:

60 (-20% opt. range)

44 (+20% opt. range)

70 (350m opt. range)

Small chemoactive:

12 | 8 | 8 (-50% opt. range)

Small TFJ bullet:

8|8|8|2
compact:

Medium TFJ bullet:

24 | 24 | 63 | 24

16 | 16 | 16 | 4

compact:
(180m opt. range)

7 | 7 | 7 | 1 (+20% falloff)

115

14 | 14 | 14 | 2 (+20% falloff)

Small 'Flechette':
Medium 'Flechette':

Item and Bot Tech Levels
Item Tech Levels

Robot Tech Levels

Low Tech:
Syntec items are only gaind with an arhke (starting robot) or on some tutorial missions.
Syntec items have worse stats than T1 but also have lower fitting requirements. Syntec items
are only of use for new players and they can not be recycled.

Syntec Robots:
There is only one Syntec type of robot. That is the Arkhe
and is your starting bot. If you die and have no further bot you will
automaticly get a new one. There is a MK2 Arkhe and that does
not fit into the usually MK2 pattern. This one has no extra slots,
but have more reactor and CPU, so it can be fitted with some
better gear as the standard variant.

T0 items can only be found via artefact scanning. Their stats are way worse than T1 and
so they have no use in fitting bots. The advatage of T0 items is their high amount of
components that are in them. So basicly they are a resource bonus for artifact scanner if they
recycle the modules.
Standard Tiers:
Tier 1 are the standard items. Not good in quality but not expensive either.
Tier 2 equipment has the same stats as T1 but has lower fitting requirements, uses less
accu, and it is lighter. T2 is used when you have problems with your reactor, cpu or accu. It also
is often used in PvP fittings because it has less weight, and less weight makes you faster. T2 is
also relativly cheap compared to the higher tiers. T2 is the perfect fit for new players.
Tier 3 items have better stats than T1 or T2. But they also have higher fitting
requirements and higher accu consumption then the lower tier items. Player often jump from T2
directly to T4 if they can afford it.
Tier 4 items are the best of the mass produced items in terms of quality. They have
better stats then T3. But the fitting requirements and accu consumption are also higher. Most
veterans use T4 once the have the extentions, bots and the needed pocket money for them.
Prototype Items:
T2P, T3P and T4P are prototype items. Prototype items have better fiiting stats and are
lighter then their mass produced relatives. They can be fitted in bots but are ten times as
expensive as mass produced items. Therefore they are rarely used in fittings. The main purpose
of prototype items is their use in the creation of calibration templates. There are no T1P items.
Faction Items:
T2+ and T4+ items are faction items can only be found from Officer NPC loot. Officer
NPCs can only be spawned from officer beacons. These items are better then the standard tier
items but they are also very rare and with that very expensive if avalible on the market at all.
T3- items can only be found via artifact scanning and sometimes drop from officer NPCs
in Officer beacons. They have stats as the T3 items but have higher fitting requirements. The
benefit lies in the fact that they are lighter then T3. T3- is a better alternative in PvP speed
fittings to T2 when you have the extentions to fit them and the pocket money to afford them.

Standard Robots:
The standard robots have no tier markings. They are the basic
way to go and all range from small bots to heavy mechs.
Prototype Robots:
The main purpose for prototype bots is to reverse
engineer them to a calibaration template (building plan). They can
be used as every other bot as well, but they are single produced
and very expensive. Prototype bots have the following benefits
above their standard variants:
+1% reactor and CPU performace
+10% increased sensor strength
10 seconds base locking time instead of 12,5 seconds
MK2 Robots:
MK2 bots are better verisons of the standard variant. They
have the following benefits over it:
+1 head- and legslot
+25% more cargo capacity
+2 max locked targets
+ one more Bonus based on their factional robot extention.
The downside is their expensive production cost and that you
need the racial robot control extention two levels higher as you
would need it for the standard variant.
MK2s do not have more reactor and CPU so with their additional
slots they are way harder to fit (usefully). MK2s bring no real
benefit for a new player, but with high skills they are the way to
go.
Rare Robots:
There are three different rare robot types in the game atm.
Praetorian Gropho, Mercenary Seth and Vanguard Mesmer.
These were the first place rewards for the one year aniversary
tournament. In total there are only 10 of these bots in this game.

Robots and Mechs
Syntec

Nuimqol
Union

Thelodica
Clan

Pelistal
Empire

Bot
Type
Arkhe

Yagel

Prometheus

Castel

Robots and Mechs of Nia:

Industrial Trust
Mining

Harvesting

Argano

Laird

Logistics

Light
Bots
Camelion

Intakt

Troiar

Arbalest

Baphomet

Waspish

Kain

Artemis

Tyrannos

Light bots:
The light bot category contains light bots, light ew bots and
assault bots. All these bots get their main bonuses from
the <Basic Robotics> extention. They use small modules,
are faster then mechs, are cheeper then mechs and of
cource don't have the damage output or tanking capabities
as them.

Light-EW
Bots
Sequer

Assault
Bots
Termis

Zenith

EW- Bots and Mechs:
Electronic warefare robots are mostly used for all the
annoying stuff they can do. they have few weapon solts
and are not good damage dealers. In most cases they will
not fit any weapons at all and will purely use their
electronic warefare which often is able to turn the tide of
the battle even against a stronger force.

Ictus

EWMechs

All bots and mechs are also avalible as MK2 variant.
Mesmer

Heavy
Mechs

Mechs:
The mech category contains mechs, ew-mechs and heavy
mechs. They get their main bonuses from the <Advanced
Robotics> extention. They use medium modules and guns
and are bigger and bader. The downside is that medium
guns have the tendancy to not hit small targets very well.

Gargoyle

Mechs
Vagabond

Every Race of Nia has its own robots and mechs which
have their own benefits and disadvatages over another.
Generaly there you can divide all these bots in two
catagories. Light bots and mechs. In general you can say
that it takes longer to be able to pilot a bigger robot
efficiently.

Seth

Gropho

Riveler

Symbiont

Lithus

Scarab

Industrial Bots.
Industrial bots specialize in mining,
harvesting or transportation. The bigger the
bot the more efficient it is.
Industrial bots are also often used for
combat support tasks.

NPC Tier Levels
NPCs come in many different variants. Besides the different bot
types they also have different variants per bot type adittional
the tier levels.
All that information is packed in the NPCs names if you know
how to read it.
NPC Tier levels: (name prefix)
There are five standard tier levels for npcs. Each faction has its
own name givings for them. What terms are used can be seen
in the table below.
There are Rare NPCs for every standard tier level. They also
add a additional prefix. The Nuimqol faction does not add a
futher prefix but exchanges the „Star“ part with „Darkstar“.
Observer have two variants. Grand observer only spawm on
the Alpha islands from <Observer Stash> artifacts. The
<Superior Observers> are patroling NPCs on Beta and Gamma
Islands. They also can spawn there from the <Observer Stash>
artifacts. And they are very powerfull. Caution is adviced.

Tier
Level

Nuimqol
Union

Thelodica
Clan

Pelistal
Empire

Industrial
Trust

Tier 1

1st Star

Rookie

Servant

Copper

Tier 2

2nd Star

Warrior

Patrican

Iron

Tier 3

3rd Star

Veteran

Arbiter

Bronze

Tier 4

4th Star

Elite

Hero

Silver

Tier 5

5th Star

Supreme

Overlord

Gold

Rare

Darkstar

Rabid

Mighty

-

Observer

Observer

Observer

Observer

-

Officer

Vanguard

Mercenary

Praetorian

Alchimist

NPC variants: (name suffix)
For each bot type there are also different variants. Of cource these NPC variants have different
fittings and skills. The list of these would be a bit long and not only naming them but also giving
their specs might be a guide for itself, so i will skip on this.
Some are more tanky, some have higher range some are short range, some have high dps, some
combat have E-War. Some E-War have different moduels (ECM, Supressor, Neutralizer, Drainer,
Demobilizer).
Also these Variants increase in power with higher tier level. For example some E-Wars might only
have ECM at low level, but might have three or four types of E-War at Tier 5.
NPC Bot types:
NPCs use the same bots as Players do. Small bots, small EW-bots, Assaults, Mechs, EW-Mechs,
and Heavy Mechs for each of their faction. The variant names are unique for each bot type so we
save ourselves some confusion when the same name would be used for different bot types. So
the NPC name is also a clear indicator of the used bot type, besides the obvious bot icon that
shows this as well.
Rare NPCs have only one variant per bot type. And there are no EW-bot type rare NPCs. For that
they are more powerfull and usually use multibe types of EW as well.
Examples:
Patrican Gallowglass: is a Tier 2 Pelistal mech (Tyrannos) with no E-war and short range DPS
5th Darkstar Searing Flame: is a Tier 5 Nuimqol rare heavy mech (Mesmer)

General Fitting
How you will fit your robot can greatly effect
your efficiency. But there are also limits to the
fitting. Bots have different numbers of head-,
leg- and chassis slots. Chassis slots also
have different types which are for guns,
missiles, misc or industrial modules.
And overall every modules has a cpu and
reactor requirements that your bot has to
supply.
Reactor and CPU:
The most basic limitation of your bot are
these two attributes. Different bots have
different reactor and cpu suppy. There are
extentions which will increase them or others
that will decrease the consumption for specific
modules. Also higher tier modules need more
reactor and cpu. Only T2 modules have lower
fitting requirements.
Accumolator:
All active modules in your robot will need
energy which they will drain from the
accumulator. If you run out of energy then
you can no longer use your guns or your
repair module. Accumulator is regenerating
slowly and with a gaussian distribution. That
means that it will regenerate very slowly at
0% and 100% of your accumulator and with
the maximum regeneration rate at 50%.
If you have accumulator problems then you
can use T2 modules or accumulator
recharger-, extender- or injector- modules.
Head slots:
Headslots are mostly used by modules that
effect the sensors, give you some kind of boni
and for most of the electronic warefare
equipment.
Leg slots:
Leg slots are basicly used for tank equip
(armor or shield) and for the accumulator
modules.

Chassis slots:
Chassis slots are further categorized. Some
losts can use all kinds of equipment, while
other slots are limited. Categories are:
guns, missiles, misc and industrial.
Gun slots:
Can equip firearms, laser- or EM-guns.
Missile slots:
Can only fit missiles.
Misc slots:
Can fit remote equipment, energy drainer
and neutraliszer.
Industrial slots:
Can fit miner, harvester and remote armor
repair modules.
Module Size:
Some modules come in different sizes,
while other modules don't have that
difference. At the moment there are two
sizes of modules. Small and medium. Small
modules need less ractor and cpu to fit and
also need less accumulator to run them.
Medium modules have a bigger effect or do
more damage. While there is no limitation in
the head- and leg slots beween small bots
and mechs besides the cpu and reactor, the
chassis slots have a additional limitation
here as well. Mostly small bots are limited
to small chassis slots but some bots have a
exception and have very few slots that can
fit a medium module or weapon. If it makes
sense to use that is another question.
Resists:
Resits will reduce the damage you will take
so this is a important factor for armor tanks.
There are active and passiv armor hardener
that can increase your resists. Resistances
do not affect shields.

Speed:
Speed is a important factor in combat. Your robot has a base speed but
your mass will reduce that. So fitting modules will make your bot slower
and slower. T2 modules are lighter then the other tiers and so are often
used in speed fittings for PvP. Some other modules influence this further:
Lightweight frames reduce your mass and so make you faster, but they
also reduce your armor hitpoints. Armor plates to the opposit. They
increase your armor hitpoints but also increase your mass and with that
reduces your speed.
Head slots
CPU
Leg Slots
Sensors
Accumulator
Reactor
Chassis Slots

Module Size
Ammo and charges
Modules Types
Armor HP
Speed
Resists

Alpha, Beta, Gamma aka „The World of Nia“...
The World:
At the moment the game world
consists of 36 islands. Each of them
has its own charasteristics.
Every island belongs to one of the
three npc factions Nuimqol, Thelodica
and Pelistal. This is shown by the
symbol of left of the name. Dependent
on that faction the islands have
different design, textures, buildings
and even resources.
Map:
The map is one of the important tools
when you want to find your way over
the islands. It has many options that

can be shown so you should play
around with that to adjust it to your
likeing.
Alpha, Beta, Gamma:
In addition to that there are roughly
three types of islands. If you take it
precise even five Types.
Alpha islands are non PvP islands.
Nobody can attack you if you don't
flag up for PvP so you are perfectly
save here.
Beta and Gamma islands are PvP
islands. Once you go there everybody
can attack you and most likely will do
so on sight if they do not know you.

Alpha 1: (cyan)
Alpha 1 islands are the starter islands. Dependent on your starting corporation that you
have chosen at character creation you will start on one of these. They are ment for new
players and so the contet and npcs are there to match that. NPC spawns are up to tier 3.
Alpha 1 and Beta 1 islands were the only islands at launch of the game. Alpha 2 and Beta
2 islands were one of the expansions for the game.
Alpha 2: (green)
Alpha 2 islands still have the same rules as alpha 1 but are ment for the a bit more
advanced players. NPC Spawns are up to tier 4.
Beta 1: (yellow)
The Beta islands are the PvP islands. There are three outposts on each Beta 1 island that
can be conquered as well as one npc outpost that is accessable to everybody. There are
highter level NPC spawns up to tier 5 and the liquid resource Epriton is also only avalible
for mining on Beta islands. Because it is only avalible in PvP areas this ore is way more
expensive as the standard ores.
Beta 2: (orange)
Beta 2 is not that much different then beta 1, besides there are only 2 conquerable
outposts, and no npc outposts.
Gamma: (no color)
Gamma islands are the newest addition in living space to the world of Nia. And not just a
few of them. With the patch „Gamma Frontier“ came 24 brand new islands to the players.
All of them are full PvP.
But the main clue about these islands is that this is the sand in the box. These islands
have no prebuild structures besides the teleports, so there are no outposts there from the
start. But for that these islands are full terraformable and players can build their own
bases with the modular colony structure system here. Also there are no static NPCs. For
that there are a number of freely roaming NPC squads that are a threat to every miner.
There is also the ore Colixum avalible exclusive to gamma islands. And you need a
special building that will allow you to gather this resource.
The Type of the islands is also shown at the name on the map.
Alpha islands have no markings at the name. Beta Islands have
a yellow bar on top and under the name. And for Gamma islands
these bars are red.
To the left:
A Nuimquol Alpha island, a Thelodica Beta Island, and a Pelistal
Gamma island.

User Interface
The user interface has no default settings. Some things
will be shown to you in the tutorial, but you still have to
find a usefull arangement of your UI components so you
will have all the important information on the battlefield. I
am just showing you here a example how a UI can look
like. A lot of the UI settings are dependent on the
personal preferences, but there are also a lot important
things that you should use.
Terrain windows:
Most terrain windows are not disabled from the start, so
you have to enable arrange and configure them. The
Terrain window menu is found in the top right corner of
your screen when you are deployed.
Some windows should always be open because they
are a important factor for the game while others can
stay closed untill they are needed.
Important Windows:
- Radar
- Landmark information
- Modules
- Landmarks
- Robot status
- Targeting computer
- Combat Log
- Additional icons
- Squad

On demand windows:
- Scanner
- Assighnments
- Intrusion
- Terraforming

Radar:
The radar is a very important tool of you UI. It shows
your location and that one of everything in scanner
range. It can be configured by right clicking on it.
Important settings might be changing the map type from
topography to passable terrain so you see on your radar
where your bot can walk and where not, and removing
the rotation with the camera.
Landmark information:
A small window that has interaction function buttons, but
also Informations like coordinates, distance, and timers
on containers and teleports.

Total operation
timer
Activation /
re-Activation
timer
Modules:
Here you have a overview of all your modules. You can
activate them by clicking on them or using your hotkeys.
Landmarks:
The landmarks shows you all the important information
about the objects your bots has detected. This can be
NPCs, players, structures, teleports …
With the right settings this will give you a quick overview
what is around you with a lot of usefull information
packed tight together with labels and icons.
In the filter options you can set various options what you
want to see there and what not. As a combat pilot you
will be more intresting on seeing your enemys and your
allis might only causeconfusion in here, while as as
support char you are more concerned about your allis.
Robot status:
Here you have the basic information about your bot.
Status of your armor and acumulator as well as cargo,
speed and other things.
Targeting computer:
The targeting computer lists all the target that you have
locked. The sort order can be changed by right clicking
on it to „Lock order“, „Damage“ or „Distance“.
Combat Log:
As the name sais it logs all the damage and effects.
Incomming as well as outgoing. The number of events
shown is very limited so this window does not have to
be very big on your UI.
Additional icons:
Additional icons are all these icons that you see on the
terrain. This should always be on or you will have a

problem if you want to select your enemies on the field.
Of cource all this can also be shoen in the Landmarks,
but it also helps you to interact on the field.
Squad:
If you don't play solo then you most likely want to be in
a squad all the time. This also gives you very usefull
informations about your allis. Especially helpfull for
supporter where you can see friendly armor and
accululator status. But also as combat pilot it always
helps to know how your buddys are doing.
To leave a squad you can either right click either on the
squad window and select „leave squad“, or you on your
avatar in the chat list and follow the squad menu there.
Scanner:
The scanner window opens on itself when you use a
geoscanner. You can load your saved tile based
geoscanner results from this window.
Its detailed use is described th the geoscanner and
artefact section of this guide.
Assighnments:
If you are on the field and have to review your
assighnments then this is the place to go.
Intrusion:
Intrusions are the way to conquer a beta outpost. When
a SAP on the Beta outposts is active and you are close
enough in its range, then you can see the remaiming
time and status of the SAP in this window.
Terraforming:
With the Terraforming window you have all the options
to create a terraforming plan.
Another option here is the free camera mode that is
very helpfull while you plan your terraforming, but also
can be „abused“ for other purposes.
Window Arrangement:
This Screen is only one way to arrange your UI. It
should give you a example, and you should arrange and
scale your UI so that it fits your preferences and needs.
Dependent on your resolution you might have to ajust it.

User Interface
Terrain windows

Other usefull windows and functions. Different when in the terminal !
Map <no default key>
(you might want to change that)

[Info of squad members in range]
Name Armor
Accumulator Distance

Interact <V>
Approach <T>
Lock <F> ; Unlock <U>
Primary target <R>

Target is primary for me
Armor bars of targets

Target has locked me
but not primary
Target has primary on me
Target selected

Target is locked for me
but not primary
Target tile is locked for me

Passiv module
Active module
Inactive module

Cargo <C>
PvP flag

Modules
Headslots <shift>+<1-8>
Chassis slots <F1-F8>
Leg slots <1-8>
Speed slider
Armor
Interference
Accumulator
Effects

UI Displays
There is a lot of information in the Ui in form of icons
and other display elements that can be quite
overwhelming at the start.

Effects:
Effects are Electronic warefare or supporting effects the
landmark uses (or tried to use) on you.

Landmarks:
Landmarks can be any kind of objects your scanner has
been picking up.
This can be Bots (NPC or Player), terminals, teleporter,
loot- and fieldcontainer, turrets or other player
structures, service access points (SAPs) …

1: Energy neutralization
2: Sensor Suppression
3: ECM
4: Energy Drainer
5: Demobilizer
6: energy Transfer
7: Remote sensor amplification
8: Remote armor repair

Some of these will show up in your <landmark
information> window and some as additional icons on
your screen. Dependend of you filter settings.
Object Icons:
Object Icons show you type
and status of Landmarks.
1: Light Bot
2: Assault Bot
3: Mech
4: Heavy Mech
5: Terminal
6: Teleport
7: Loot Container
8: Waypoint
9: Miscellaneous target
10: Your secondary target

11: Your primary target
12: Lock on you
13: Primary on you
14: PvP Flag
15: In same squad
16: in same corporation
17: in same conglomerate
18: Taged (loot rights)

Additional Icons:
Additional icons can be activated when on the field, by
using your <Terrain Windows> menu to the top right.
Also you have filter options in the <Landmarks> window
for the <Landmarks> window and for the additional
icons.
Targeting:
When you target a object, may it be a player bot, npc or
structure a targeting display will be shown. A lot
important information will be given there in very compact
form.

1: Target Marker (your)
- Blinking white frame: lock in progress (time is shown)
- Static white frame: locked as secondary
- Static green frame: locked as primary
2: Target marker (landmark)
- yellow frame: has you secondary target
- red frame: has you primary target
3: Armor status of landmark
4: PvP Flag
- yellow barsindicate player has pvp flag active
5: Selection
- this blue marker shows your seleteced target
6: Object type (also see object icons)
- white: Player Agent
- orange: passive NPC
- red: agressive NPC
7: NPC tag marker
- this marker shows that the npc is taged by another
person. If its taged for you then its a green ring.
8: Group marker (also see object icons)
9: Target distance
10: Effects target has used on you
11: Target name
Background is highlighted dependend on relation you
have to it. Not it has to you!
- Green: friendly
- Blue: good
- White: neutral
- Yellow: bad
- Red: hostile
(Sample Sam is set hostile in this pic.)

Robot Status:

1: Armor status
2: Accumulator status
3: Interference
4: Speed
- Your set speed, either max or set my the slider
5: Speed Slider
- change speed here if you want to go slower then max
6: Area indicator
- blue: save zone (alpha)
- orange: PvP zone (beta and gamma)
7: Robot information
- you can check stats here
8: PvP flag trigger (press to trigger on alpha)
- green: no pvp flag active
- orange: PvP flaged (5 min without action to unflag)
9: Combat indicator
- grey: not in combat
- red blinking: in combat
10: Cargo
- your cargo with fill indicator
11: Effects
- Active effects on you

Movement and Travel (It's not just WASD)
WASD:
It's not all about WASD, but it is
still your basic way to control your
robot. Especially in comabt where
precise movenent is requierd. But
there are also ways that make your
life more easy on your travels.
Slope:
Every bot and mech has a slope capacity. This
determins how steep the terrain can be until your bot
can no longer walk on it. Small bots have usualy the
advatage over larger bots with some exeptions. You can
show the Slope limitations on the ground by toggle the
<L> key. The white border is your limit. The other colors
show limitation for other bots and buildings (yellow).
Autorun:
To run forward you just double tap <W> and your robot
keeps running forward until another order is given. You
can still change your course while autorun is active with
the mouse (while holding the right mouse button).
Autopilot:
If you want to move over greater distances there is a
autopilot option. You can either double click (left) the tile
you want to go, or <shift>+<left click> on the radar (not
the map!).
For some reasons the earth programming of a autopilot
does not work very well with Nian technologies so the
autopilot is not always reliable. On some days it works
perfect over a whole island, while on other days it stops
all few seconds. So better not rely on it while going for a
coffee.
Lightweight frames:
If you want to move faster then i suggest you fit your bot
with a lightweight frame. And of cource you should not
fit any armor plates as well.
Leightweight frames reduce your mass and with that
increases your speed. Armor plates do the opposit.
Velocity NEXUS:
Not fast enough? You can learn extentions for velocity

NEXUS modules. These, when active, will increase your
speed and that of your squad members in range.
Highways:
Still not fast enough? There are highways on the Alpha
and Beta islands. These are highlighted routes that you
see on your radar and your map. On these highways
you will benefit from a +36 kph bonus thanks to a Nian
accelerator technology. To our regret the humans do
not understand this technology yet and so we can not
replicate this technology for our structures on the
Gamma islands.
Stationary Teleports:
Stationary Teleports allow you to travel over large
distances in an instant. Some form a travel network on
a island, others connect the islands to each other. Of
cource these stationary teleports have a key role in
conflicts on the Beta and Gamma islands.
Mobile Teleport Beacons:
Additional methods for quicker travel are teleport
beacons. These very usefull devices can be carried
around in your robot cargo. They can be deployed and
can so act as teleport. To our disapointment it only
works in one way. So you can only jump away with it,
but it can not be reached by another teleport beacon or
from the stationary teleports.
There are two categories of teleport beacons: Singleand Interzone teleports.
Single-zone teleports allow you to jump to any stationary
teleport on your island. You can even jump to the
teleports that are not connected to any other ones.
Teleport beacons need three minutes to be charged
after deployment and have various other stats
dependent on their type.
Teleport have to be deployed 500m away from any
terminal, stationary teleport and from each other. All
mobile teleports need 3 minutes till they are operational.
Standard teleport beacon:
The standard and most used teleport. A very cheap
variant and is so often used by players to move around
or across islands.

Armored teleport beacon:
An improved version of the Standard teleport that can
not easily be destroyed. It trades armor for operation
time and with that is ment for usage in combat
operations or where you fear the destruction of the
teleport before you can use it. It´s also quite expensive.
Emergency teleport beacon:
This teleport is for jumps in higher frequency. Very
important if your fleet waits for you on the other end.
Interzone teleport beacon:
Interzone teleports allow you, as the name might imply,
to jump even across islands. Once you have the teleport
deployed you can select evey stationary teleport in its
range. One big difference to the single-zone ones,
where every person can jump to a different location, is
that here the teleport gets locked on its target at first
use. So it only has one destination where it can be used
to. The downside of this teleport is its big volume that
greatly is limiting the bots that can carry it, and its
significantly higher price as the single zone teleports.
Home Base (Blood spark):
Every agent can have a homebase. This is the base
where you wake up after your robot was destroyed out
in the field. Independent if its a NPC or a player kill.
This base can be set inside the termainal. You have to
be in the specific terminal when you want to set it to
your homebase. This can not be changed from the
distance.
This system can be „abused“ for fast travel if you find a
„friendly“ player or NPC that will kill you when you are in
a cheep bot.
Spark Teleport:
Spark teleport is the fastest way to travel over the
islands. There is a extention with the same name in the
„Robot control“ section that will allow you to set one
target base per level. You can then set a target base in
your agent profile when inside the terminal. You can
then jump to these bases at will and at very low costs.
Only downside is that you can´t take any stuff with you.

General Combat
Combat in Perpetuum is a complex
combination of extentions, robots,
equipment, movement and player
skils. Its not all all about DPS but of
cource this is a major part. This
Guide will give you some insight on
how things work together.
Weapons:
Weapons are categorized in turret and in missile
weapons. Both have different extentions and a
difference in how they work.
Turrets are further categorized in Laser, Magnethic
Weapons and Firearms.
Optimal range:
Every weapon has a optimal range. In this range your
weapons have no penalties to damage.
Falloff:
Turret weapons have a falloff. This range adds to the
turrets optimal range, but the damage will greatly
decrease the further you are in the falloff. Missiles have
no falloff.
Missile failure:
Missiles may not have a falloff but they have a chance
to miss. This is at 10% by default and can be brought
down to zero with a extention.
Hit dispersion:
Turret weapons have a hit dispersion. Depending on
that stat and the hit size of your target your weapons
have a change to miss. This will result that bigger
weapons have a high miss chance against small
targets. This can be compensated by extentions and by
fitting weapon stabilizers.
Explotion size:
Missiles do not have a increased miss chance against
small targets. Instead they have a explotion size that will
reduce the damage of big missiles against small targets.
Similar to the turrets there is a extention to reduce this
effect and fitting weapon stabilizers helps here as well.

Accumulator consumption:
Some weapons have higher needs of accu then others.
Weapon:
Accu Need:

Laser
high

Magnetic
medium

Missile
low

Firearms
low

Line of sight:
Turret weapons fire in a straight line, while missiles
have a ballistic path.
Cover:
There are various things that can be used as cover with
that.
The terrain itself can block line of sight. Small hills may
block gun fire, while missiles may be able to shoot over
it. If the hight or the slope difference is to high then
even the missiles will be blocked by the terrain.
Plants and Walls also provide cover. Even if just
temporary. They do have hitpoints and so can and will
be destroyed if fired apon. Still they can be used to
block off shots.
NPC Structures provide permanent cover and can´t be
destroyed.
The moment the weapon is fired will determin the line of
sight check and not the moment the projectile hits. So if
you are out of cover when a missile is fired at you and
you move in cover while its heading your way then it will
still hit you. On the other hand: if a missile is fired apon
you while you are in cover and you then move out of
cover then this missile will still hit the cover and not you.
Movement:
Moving in and out of cover at the right time as well as
always having a eye out on the terrain around you, and
using this to your, and against the enemies advantage
makes the difference betwen a good and a bad player.
Range and Weapon Type:
Turrets have two different kinds of medium weapons.
One is long range the other is short range. Missiles do
not have different kinds of launchers, but they do have
different ammunition types. While turret bots have to
refit, missile bots have the advantage of beeing able to
switch ammo on the field and so are able to swap to

more dps at less range on the fly.
Long range:
Long range fittings are ment to outrange your enemy
and to be able to strike him down without or with little
change of retaliation.
Short range:
Short range fitings have the disadvantage of beeing in
firering range of the enemy, but they field way better
dps to the field then long range fittings do.
Tank:
Your Tank is the ability to withstand, absorb or evade
incomming damage.
Armor:
Armor is the most common type of tank. You can fit
armor plates to increase your hitpoints and resistence
plates to further reduce incomming damage. Similar to
the industry system the armor resists have dimishing
returns.
Shield:
Shield is not affected by resists. Incomming damage will
be drained from the accumulator instead from your
armor while the shield is active. A shield has a
conversion ratio how much accumulator is drained per
damage. Shield hardener will affect this as well.
Because your energy is your tank here you can use
accumulator extender, recharger or injectors as tank
modules as well. Also some pelistal bots are especially
good in this because their weapons don´t need much
energy and some bots even have a bonus to accu
recharge rate.
The downside is that your weapons can not fire while
the shield is active. E-War and remote equipment on the
other hand are working with shileds up. So shieldtank is
often used on support and E-war bots.
Range tank:
Range can also be a tank. Often combined with speed
fittings. As long as your enemy can not shoot you and
get close to you, he can not kill you.

Electronic Warfare
Electronic warefare is all the nasty
stuff the robots can do. Jamming
your senors, reducing their locking
range and speed, draining energy,
or just holding them in place so
your friends can take them out.
Electonic warfare is often more
worth then pure dps. But that can
can mostly only be said for PvP. Its not that there is no
use for EW in PvE, but in PvE you mostly measure your
effectiveness in how fast you can kill npcs, and that you
can win a single battle, no matter how that works.
Sensor mechanics:
ECM and Sensor Supressors are influencing the enemy
sensors. Every bot has a sensor strengh. This is
measured in Hw³. These E-war modues have sensor
strenth as well. On the same sensor strength the E-war
module has a 50% chance to succeed. Higher sensor
strenth on the e-war will increase their chance. Lower
sensor streath will reduce their chance. Sensor affecting
modules do not need line of sight.
ECM:
Electonic countermeasures are breaking all target locks
on the enemy bot. Of cource they can start to relock,
but this also takes time. If ECM can jam a bot faster as
he is able to lock then it has no chance of retaliation.
Supressor:
Sensor supressors reduce locking range and increase
locking time on the target bot.
Synergy ECM & supressor:
With increased locking time from supressors, and lock
breaking from ECM these two make a excellent team.
Very nasty and even more feared on the battlefield.
ECCM:
Electronic counter-countermeasures will increase your
sensor strength. With that ECMs and Supressors will
have a lesser change to take effect.
Sensor amplifiers and lock booster nexus that increase

your locking time can also help against these.
En-war:
Energy warfare is ment to strip your opponents
accumulator. If you have no energy you can not shoot,
you can not run your armor repair, armor hardeners are
out as well, your shield is down, and what the heck are
you gonna do now?
Energy neutralizers:
Energy neutralizers are the modules if you want to strip
your enemy of accu. They need line of sight and they
consume quite a lot energy themselves.
Energy drainers:
Drainers do not kill that much energy as neutralizers do,
but they steal some energy and add it to your robot
accu.
Drainers are often used when your bot needs a lot of
power, and you think getting that from your opponent is
a good idea. On the downside these modules don´t
drain that much energy, so relying on this method alone
might not bring a good result. On the other hand this
can tip your energy management right above the point
where your accu is stable or just can hold a bit longer.
Reactor sealings:
All robots have a accumulator stability (pmr). This
protects them naturaly from energy warfare. The bigger
the stability the less effect will neutralizer and drainer
have. Reactor sealings will further increase that. So if
you know that the enemy fields lots of EN-war, then
these modules can help you a lot. Of cource they will
require leg slots to be fitted in, and with that you will
have less modues for your tank.
Demobilizers:
If you want to catch a enemy then demobalizers might
be a good idea. These nasty modules will reduce the
speed of your enemys so that you or your friends can
catch up.
Short range demobilizers:
The more commonly used module of the demobilizers.

They do not need line of sight. They have a rather large
effect on enemy speed. But they have a relative small
range.
Long range demobilizers:
Long range demobilizers need line of sight and affect
the speed only slightly, but for that they have a longer
range.
Armor plates and lightweight frames:
If you want to be fast you need a lightweight frame. But
they have one big disadvantage: They also have a
demobilizer vunrability. They make you faster, but once
you get a demob on you you are basicly screwed.
Armor plates do the oposite. They might make you
slower, but they also have a resistance to
demobilization. So you might be slower, but it does not
hurt that much once you get a demob on you.
What bot for what purpose?
I am not saying that you can´t use ewar on a combat
bot, but in most cases dedicated EW in EW-bots will
bring better results.
Nuimqol (Blue):
Nuimqol bots specialize in ECM. They also get
supressor boni. The main benefit lies in the senor
strenth bonus that they get. So if you want your EW
succed often then this is your choice.
Thelodica (Yellow):
Thelodica bots specialize in supressors. They also get
boni for ecm, but insted of senor strenth boni they have
range boni on EW. So this is your choice if you want to
do your nasty stuff from further away.
This also affects demob, so a Zenith is well known for
their „short range“ demobilization over long distance.
Pelsital (green):
Pelistal EW bots specialize in En-war. The Ictus is a
feared energy neutralizer. Also the Trojar is known for
its extreme shield tank on a small EW bot with a high
skilled player. These are feard as demober while they
hold you in place until reinforcements arrive.

General PvE (Player vs Envioment)
In PvE everything is about killing
something. So if you want to go
that way you have to go the
combat route. You will need a lot of
firepower. And you get the most
firepower in a heavy mech. So if
you want to go for PvE this is the
direction that you need to skill to.
What´s the best bot and race for PvE:
Simple as it is: There is none. Some bots are better at
specific tasks, but they all have their benefits. The turret
bots from the Nuimqol and Thelodica have higher dps
as the Pelistal missile ones. So they might be better for
ratting and straight dps tasks. On the other hand the
Pelistal bots can use their balistic flight path to take on
harder enemies while still staying in cover.
Faction Weapons vs Firearms:
The lasers and magnetic weapons of the „turret“ bots do
a lot dps, but they also require a lot of energy. This is
especially for new players quite annoying. One way to
get around this is to fit firearms. Firearms are no
factional weapon and so there are no bots that have
any boni for them. That also means that they are
ballanced without any boni. In addition they have very
little energy useage just like the missiles from the Pelisal
bots. Damage wise they will be better until your
„advanced robotics“ skill will be at level 8 where your
bot boni will make your faction guns better as the
firearms.
With the lower energy (and also fitting) costs from them
you will also be able to go for higher tech levels on
these guns faster. While you might not be able to run T4
lasers because they will consume too much energy, you
will be able to run T4 autocannons with less problems.
They also have a style bonus. Once you reach a
centain skill level you will go back to your faction
weapons, simply because they will do more dps then.
Choosing your enemy:
At the beginning you will benefit from the Rock Paper
Scissors effect. So shooting bots of that „opposite“ side
will benefit you. But at some point the npcs start to fit

resistance plates to close their weak point in their
armor. Once this happens you are no longer the most
effective against them. Now you should switch to your
own faction bots because now there you will be more
effective.

players and corporations.
On the other hand Observsers are very hard to kill. So
you should be carefull if you dont know what you are up
against. Veteran players have lost more then one bot to
them, and that for a reason. (p.s.: They cheat!)

NPCs:
There are different kind of bot types as well as different
kind of tiers for every faction. What you want to pick on
will depend on your bot, your skills and your equipment
that you have avalible.
On the Alpha islands most npcs are passive. This is
shown when their bot icon has a orange color. These
npcs will not attack you as long as you do not agress
them. Locking them is a agression and they will turn on
you.
Agressive npcs have a red bot icon. These npcs will
attack you once you get into their agression range.

Distress Beacons:
Distress becaons can be found from Artifacts, be droped
from rare npcs, be part of SAP loot, and can be bought
from the syndicate shop.
There are 6 types of each distress beacons for all four
factions and additional to that further 6 officer type
beacons per faction as well. That is a total of 48
different types.
Distress beacons can be deployed on the ground and
then be activated. There are one to five players needed
to activate a distress beacon dependent on its type.
The standard beacons will spawn 10 waves of npcs that
will try to attack you. Officer Beacons will spawn only
one wave or even just a single bot. Officer npcs have a
chance to drop the next tier officer beacon.
If the npcs of a beacon are not attacked in a short
period of time then the beaon will despawn!
Explotion damage and terraforming can be beneficial.

On Alpha 1 islands only mission spawns are agressive.
All other npcs are passive.
On Alpha 2 the patroling npc squads are agressive as
well (Beware afk miners!).
On Beta and Gamma all npcs are agressive.
Roaming NPCs:
Roaming Npcs are groups of npcs that wander around
the islands. While it is not worth to go especially after
the „standard“ roaming combat npcs becauce ratting a
spot is way more effective, there still are reasons why
this can be important.
There are only few static industrial npc spawns on alpha
and beta, and they are only of the lower tier levels. So
these roaming squads are especially important if you
want industrial kernels for your research.
Roaming squands follow a fix path on alpha and beta,
while their movent on gamma is totally random.
Observer:
Observer are also roaming npcs on beta and gamma.
Additional they spawn from Observer stash artefacts.
They have lots of T3 loot good plasma nad always a
observer kernel. These kernels can drive your research
quite fast, so they are much sought after by many

Light / Assault

Mech / H-Mech

Stripes

Bots

Standard Beacons
Fireteam
Strike Force
Squad

Patrol
Platoon
Commando

1
2
3

T3
T4
T5

Searcher
Revealer
Excavator

Cultivator
Brigade
Section

1
2
3

T3
T4
T5

Officer Beacons
Specialist
Corporal
Captain

Major
General
Commander

1
2
3

Officer
Officer
Officer

Engineer
Expert
Chief

Executive
Overseer
Commander

1
2
3

Officer
Officer
Officer

Ratting Guide
Ratting is known for simple killing
NPCs over and over again. It is a
very effective way to earn your
living, and gets very profitable in
various ways. The main income
from ratting is the reactor plasma
that can be sold directly for NIC.

Your general goal is to kill as many NPCs for as much
loot and NIC as fast as possible and in the most
effective way!
Ratting as beginner:
As a beginner you should pick enemies of the race
where your weapons are more effective. The next step
would be to get yourself a assault bot. If you go further
up to the mechs then be sure not to shoot small bots in
a mech. Medium weapos are not good against small
targets, especially when you are a new player. Later
that will change. As long as you farm light and assault
bots stay in a assault. You will be more effective there.
The easy things:
If you are a solo player on a solo account then you
might also want to learn how to pilot a Sequer (small
transport bot). You can go out in you combat bot and
deploy a field container at your farming location. You
can then collect all your loot in that field container. Once
you are done for the day you can come back in the
hauler and bring the loot home.
Solo Farming:
For solo farming you might want to stay with long range
fittings and just stay out of the enemys firering range. If
you go short range you might have more dps, but as a
solo bot you can not take the heavy ponding all by
yourself. In most cases you will not be able to stay
killing bots permanetly. You will need breaks to repair
your armor and regenerate your accu. These breaks will
make you less effective as when you stay long range
and can keep killing „24/7“.
Dual boxing with support bot:
The more efficient way of ratting is with two bots. You

can do that with a friend of yours if he likes playing a
passive supporter, but most players do it with dual boxing two (or more) accounts.

The important part here is that you have a follow bot
that will allow you to fit your combat bot for maximum
damage and outsource the supporting modules to the
second bot.
The support bot should be a industrial bot. You will
need the slots and the accumulator supply of them.
Also you can crossskill that pilot sooner or later towards
resource gathering and heavy transportation quite easily
because they use the same robot extentions.
Remote sensor amplifier (RSA): (2x)
Normaly you would fit at least one sensor amp in your
headslots. Having a support bot means you can have
double remote sensor amp and have all the headsolts in
your combat for weapon tunings. So more dps and
faster relock if your lock gets broken by ecm.
Remote Energy Transfer (RET): (1-2x)
Dependent on your bot and skill you want to feed your
combat energy. A Mesmer can repair quite well so you
can go without remote armor repair. This also has the
advantage if your support bots gets its lock broken you
will still have your accmulator as buffer and can still
repair. If you rely on remote armor repair then you loose
your rep in a instant. A Seth or Gropho don´t have self
repair boni so RR might be the better variant. Also a
Seth needs quite a lot of energy for its lasers.
Remote Armor Repair (RR): (1-2x)
Simple as it is. Sitting there with your combat bot and
having someone in your back that fixes your armor. Not
a bad deal. On self rep you can have it for backup.
NEXUS:
Later you might want to add NEXUS modules to your
support bot.
Assault NEXUS: faster rate of fire.
Critical hit NEXUS: increased crit-chance

Fast lock NEXUS: reduced locking time
What, how many and of what tech level the modules are
that you can fit will depend on your skills and the bots
you have avalible at the given time.
Danger:
Be carefull when you are new and switch to a higher tier
spawn. You can be quite suprised how big the
differences can be and in a SR fitting you might not
have the time to retreat in time before they blow you up.
High end ratting:
The high end ratting is normaly to kill the best spawns
that you can find on the Alpha 2 islands. There are only
a few of them so often you find your varorite spot
already taken.
You can find higher and better spawns (Tier 5) on the
Beta islands but there you have to watch your back,
then this is open PvP area. And a Small PvP gang
should be able to take out a PvE fitted bot with ease.
Especially when enganed with npcs at the time.
These T5 spawns are better, but the npcs are als „red“
compared to the „orange“ of the alpha islands. So going
in here is way harder, because you have to face the
whole spawn head on while you can pick them apart
more easy on alpha.
Sample Fitting Combat (Mesmer MK2):

Sample fitting Support (Riveler MK2):

Artifact Scanning
Artifacting is one way to pass the
time in Perpetuum. It is a less
action heavy job but it has some
rewards that can ony be found this
way. Artifacting has very small skill
requirements so ist a good job for
any new player as well as for
veterans.

valuable loot and leaving the rest on the ground.
The big benefit in scaning with 100% is that you can
drive a relativ small triagle with your bot, make 3 scans,
put them in a tool, and have the exact location of the
artefact. The three scans will give you three cyrcles that
will cross at exact one point. This will be the artifact
location. If you dont have 100% then its not a thin line
but a broad band. And with taht you will not get a
presize location.
Scanning below 100% will result in more drivig and
scanning, but can be done as well.

Artifacts:
Artifacts are locations on the map that can be found
with a geoscanner and special artefact charges. These
artifact sites will spawn a loot container when found.
Some also will additionaly spawn a few NPCs.
Each player always has 10 artifacts on every island.
That means if you find a artefact then the server will
randomly create instantly a new one at a random
location for you. Also artifacts are personalized. That
means every player has its own artifacts and no one
can „steal“ your artifact while you still try to find it.
Artifacts don`t despawn over time. They only reset with
a server restart, and that happens not often.
Artifact Charges:
There are three types of artifact charges. dependent on
it they have a different basic range. The basic range
can be inproved by the <Artefact scanning> extention.
Higher range charges have less accuracy. Accuracy will
result in a difference in the target distance. Also higher
distance charges are a bit more expensive.
R-10: 1000m, R-30: 3000m, R-50: 5000m

You can make a few scans and figure out what direction
a artefact lies and so narrow it down bit by bit, but that
needs more scans and time. Or you can use more
precise methods.
Choice of bot:
High Accuracy: The big benefit and most effective way
to scan for artefacts is to get to 100% accuracy. This
can be achieved by using an Argano and a T4
geoscaner. Some skills in <Basic geochemestry> and
<Basic robotics> should provide the rest.

How to find artefacts:
The artefact scan window will give you information of
your position and distance of the artefacts in range. It
will not give you distance or positions of them.

High Cargo: Some people prefer to scan in a Sequer
despite the benefits of high accuracy. The bigger cargo
will allow you to stay longer on the field compared to
smaller bots that have to empty their cargo more often.
This will save time, but for that you are also slower, and
that costs time. 100% accuracy is possible but requires
way more EP investments.

1: x-coordinate of your current position
2: y-coordinate of your current position
3: artifact name(s)
4: marked artefact
5: distance to artefact
6: distance difference to last scan

High Speed: Scannig and finding artifacts is a lot leg
work. So the last option would be to pick a very fast bot.
The Nuimqol bots are slightly faster as the other ones
so a Yagel or a Camelion would be the choice here.
One Problem might be their small cargo space. Some
people compensate that with only picking up the more

FOOM Scan App1:
This tool is a bit old, but still works fine. The only
disadvatage is that it was created before the gamma
frontier patch and so has no visual background of these
islands. But the calculation of the artefact locations work
quite fine. You can get it here:
http://imidero.net/files/Scan%201%20App%20v1.1.4.exe
Sequer.nl web tool:
If you dont like to install a external program then you still
have the option to use this web tool. Its quite good as
well. All you have to do is register on the site to use it:
http://sequer.nl/artifact-hunter/

Artifact types and rewards
Artifact Levels:
Artifacts come in three levels. Type I, type II and type
III. The higher the artefact level the better the loot.
Higher level artefacts are less common then lower level
artefacts. Also you have to be in a certain distance to
the artifact to find with your last scan dependend on the
level. Level I: 100m, Level II: 50m, Level III: 25m
Alpha, Beta, Gamma:
It also is way more rewarding to scan on the „more
dangerous“ islands.
Loot quality on beta islands is better as it is on alpha
islands. Also <observer stash> type artifacts spawn
„superiour observer“ insted of „grand observer“ on
alpha.
The big bonus comes for gamma islands. Here you only
find level II and level III artifacts at the same quality as
on beta islands. Loot wise this is a great boost so if you
have access to a gamma island i recomend doing
artifact scanning there.
Artifact types:
There are five different types of artifacts three of them
spawn only a loot container while the other two also
spawn a few NPCs.
Artifacts also belong to one of the three factions
Nuimqol, Thelodica or Pelistal. This will determin some
loot content. Like type of kernels, frangments ot CTs for
example, just as NPCs of the factions also drop different
kernels and fragments.
Common loot:
Some loot can be found in almost all types of artifacts
with patialy different drop chances.
Mostly these are T0, T1 and T3- items as well as
fragments.
Salvage artifacts (SA):
Loot wise the worst artifacts. Best stuff that they can
drop are cpu cortexes, but at low drop rate.
Scientific wreckage artifacts (SI):
After observer stashes the best artefacts. They are the
only way to obtain the MK2 CTs. They also can have

cpu cortexes, Noralgis incubators and decoder.
Industrial remnant artifacts (IN):
The last of the non NPC spawning artifact types. They
can contain resources in rather small quantity, industrial
kernels and rarely industrial distress beacons.
Infestation artifacts (IF):
Infestation artifacts can drop racial kernels, combat
distress beacons and very seldom cpu cortexes.
They also spawn a few (usualy 2) NPCs. Dependent on
island type and artifact lvl up to lvl3 mech/heavy. They
are not that powerfull and the „grab and run“ strategy
works normaly pretty well here.
Observer stash artifacts (OB):
The best artifacts you can possibley find. At least if you
have some decent firepower at hand that can help you
to clean it up.
Observer stahes can drop racial kernels, faction
ammunition, and officer distress beacons. They also
have the highest drop chance of cpu cortexes of all
artefacts.
Additionally the artifact spawns one or two observers.
On alpha islands it is usually a grand observer. These
are hard NPCs but can be taken down with caution.
Even by a less skilled agent. On beta and gamma
islands they will spawn up to three superior observer.
These little fellas are very hard to kill and you should not
bother to do so if you don`t know what you are up
against. Normaly they will straight up kill you. They have
a lot dps, can take quite a bit, and have also a lot EW at
their disposal. Yes they cheat! Of cource they can be
killed but you have to play more tactical to do so. Also
the chance that your scan bot wil survive is quite low so
best way to do open a observer stah is in a arkhe and a
syntec geoscanner.
The observers themselves hold quite good loot as well
and so further improve the already high quality loot from
the stash. Superior Obersvers have very good kernel
drop and do not drop any low quality items. Their item
drops are T3 items only and that in usually in a good
hand full of them.

Loot table:
The quality of items, their type or their drop change can
get better with artifact level and also from alpha to beta/
gamma islands. Quality of fragments ,CTs, decoder and
kernels. Also the droped size of cortexes. Additionaly lvl
I artifacts do not drop T3-, while type III do not drop T0.
Also different types of loot has different drop chances.
Items, fragments and kernels drop quite commonly while
cortexes, CTs and beacons drop more seldom.
Type

SA

SI

IN

IF

OB

Items T0

x

x

x

x

x

Items T1

x

x

x

x

x

Items T3-

x

x

x

x

x

Fragmemts Common

x

-

x

-

-

Fragments Racial

x

-

-

x

x

Noralgis incubators

-

x

-

-

-

Resources

-

-

x

-

-

Ammo

-

-

-

x

x

MK2 CTs

-

x

-

-

-

Decoder

-

x

-

-

-

CPU Cortexes

x

x

-

x

x

Kernels (Racial)

x

-

-

x

x

Kernels (Industrial)

-

-

x

-

-

Distress Beacons (R)

-

-

-

x

-

Distress Beacons (I)

-

-

x

-

-

Officer Beacons

-

-

-

-

x

Industry Guide - Part 1: Industry Overview
Resource
Gathering

- Raw Materials -

Refining & Recycling

- Loot -

- Commodities -

Ratting
(NPCs)
Artifact
Scanning

Kernel

Fragments

Decoder

MK2 CTs

T1 Items

Prototype Production

Reverse Engineering

Mass Production

Production of standart or prototype
Items.

Production of Calibration Templates
by Reverse Engineering standart or
Prototype Items.

Mass Production of Items.

Kernel Research requierd for
Knowlege Base.

Decoder needed!

- Prototype Items -

- Calibration Templates -

- Mass produced Items -

Industry Guide - Part 2: Resource Gathering
Ratting (NPCs)

Decoder

Fragments

Harvesting

Mining

- T1 Items -

- Ore -

Titan ore

- Liquid -

Stermonit

Imentium

Epriton

HDT

- Organic -

Liquidzit

Triandlus

Helioptris

Noralgis

Recycling

Refining

Recycle Items to gain Commodities

Refine raw materials to gain Commodities

Skills: Recycling (3)
(+10 material efficiency points per level)
Relations with the Terminal holding corporation further increases
material efficiency

Skills: Refining (3)
(+15 material efficiency points per level)
Relations with the Terminal holding corporation further increases
material efficiency

- Commodities -

Titanium Metachropin Chollonin Plasteosine Statichnol Isopropentol

Vitricyl

Phlobotil

Prilumium Polynitrocol Polynucleit Hydrobenol

Briochit

Alligor

Espitium

Industry Guide - Part 3: Resources and Commodities
Type

Avalability

General

all
islands

- Ore -

- Organic General Commodities:
no Noralgis

Titan ore

Epriton

- Liquid -

HDT

Liquizit

Titanium

Noralgis

beta
islands
only
Epriton

Colixum

Thelodica

Nuimqol

Alligor

Espitium

Hydrobenol

Briochit

Coalimin

Bochilum

Tiraizin

Turilium

Isopropentol

Vitricyl

Phlobotil

gamma
islands
only
Colixum

Pelistal

Plasteosine Cryoperine Axicloine

Pelistal
&
Thelodica
islands
Silgium

Triandlus

Stermonit

Prismocitae

Imentium

Helioptris

Thelodica
&
Nuimqol
islands

Nuimqol
&
Pelistal
islands

Faction Commodities:
Faction specific ore
+ plants
+ liquid

Metachropin Prilumium Polynucleit

Statichnol Chollonin Polynitrocol

Industry Guide - Part 4: Geoscanner
The Geoscanner is a module
that can be fitted into one of
your headslots of your robots.
Together with different charges it
can scan for a varity of different
things.
Scanning for ore:
In most cases it makes sense to scan for your ore
fields in a small and fast bot before you go out in
your mining bot(s). These are slower in most cases
and also you might want to fit your mining bot for
maximum yield and skip the geoscanner there.
There are two usefull builds for scaning-bots. Basicly
you will only need a lightweight frame, a geoscanner
and the charges for it. You can pick a light bot like a
yagel. These ones are pretty fast so you can run
around the islands quick. Alternativly you can use an
argano. The argano is a bit slower but brings the
benefit of a bonus to geoscanner accuracy.
Geoscanner accuracy has different effects
dependent on the used charges. The accuracy of
your genoscanner will depent on the quality of your
module, your extentions and on the robot bonus if
you use a bot that provides one. You can see the
geoscanner accuracy in the information screen of
your fitted module (right click).
Directional charges:
This charge is showing you the direction to the next
tile that contains a specific ore type. This might be a
new fresh field with hours or days of mining for you,
or it also can only be small leftovers.
There is also no distance information so the ore field
could be on the other side of the island. All you can
do to is follow the arrows in your geoscanner
window. If the arrow of the a scan shows a drasticly
different direction then you might have run past the
field. Follow the arrows untill the scan gives you a X
as result. This means that you got close to the ore
field and you should now switch to a tile based
charge of the same ore type.
If you try to find another field of the same type then
you have to get enough distance between you and

Geoscanner accuracy if not 100% will generate „noise“ on
tiles that have no ore in them. If you find a field with tile
based scans and do not find anything at the location then
you need 100% accuracy to eliminate the noice and so
find the last remaiming leftovers.

noise

the old field because the scanner will still show you the
direction to the old field as long as no other one is closer
to your position.
Geoscanner accuracy will result in a tollerance in the
direction.
Tile based charges:
Tile based charges will show you the tiles that contain
the ore in a short radius. The result will be shown on
ground when you hit the scanner. If you are a the edge
of the field you might not see all of it with one scan. You
can reposition yourself for a better scan or make multible
scans. Once you are satisfied with the result you can hit
the upload button. This will save it into your map under
the „Geoscanner result“ tab.

The color of the tiles show the amount of ore in it. Red
means a lot and it gets less over yellow to green.

Advanced charges have a increaded scan radius and can
be bought from the syndicate shop.
Universal charges:
Universal charges will give you the number of units of
every ore of the tile your bot is standing on.
Accuracy will affect the number of units shown.
Area based charges:
The Area charges are a old method of ore scanning when
ore fields where still static and before the introduction of
random spawning ore fields. They give you a percentage
how many tiles in an „small“ area has that specific ore.
With the introduction of directional charges they have no
greater use anymore now and should not be used.
Scan result items:
You can create a scan result item that can be traded or
stored in your corporation hangars for others to use. Scan
result items can only be generated when you are inside a
terminal. You have to open your map and select your
geoscanner result tab. Then you have to find the result of
your choice, right click it and select „create result item“.
The result item will apear in your inventory. You can
rename it to avoid greater confusion.

Industry Guide - Part 5: Mining & Harvesting
Fitting:
Resource gatherer should be fitted for maximum
yield. Normaly they are not ment to take a lot of
damage or get home savely in a warzone. Of cource
there are builds for that too, but normaly you fit a
miner or harvester to give you maximum yield.
Head slots: Industrial tunings only
Arm slots: Miner-/Harvesting modules only
Legs slots: 1x LWF, rest Accumulator recharger
(mech class 1x med. Accu Extender)
If you have accu problems you can also change the
LWF with a additional accu recharger.
Goal is always to run your gather bot capstable.
Independent from light bot, mech or heavy mech.
Ore:
The tiles that contain ore have a fix ammout of ore in
them. So its is not so important if you have fast
cycletime or high yield per cycle. A good mix in the
extentions will bring you here the best results without
giving priority to one of them.
Liquid:
The same goes for liquid. Liquids have the
advantage that it flows together. So the best way to
gather it is to pick the middle tile in the field and suck
on that until the field is empty.
Plants:
For plants it is a totaly different thing. Plants have to
be found visualy and can not be found with a
geoscanner. So you just have to move around and
look for plants you want to harvest.
Plants don't have a fix amount of units in them.
Plants have a number of cycles that can be
harvested. This is shown in the yellow number in
your landmark information window when you select
the tile the plant is on.
Because of this the extraction amount per cycle is
very important at harversting. Especially for Noralgis

coordinates
harvastable
cycles
distance
dircection
that is not growing natualy and can only be gained by
placing Noralgis incubators on suitable ground where it
will grow over the days. Noralgis incubators have to be
placed with at least one spare tile inbetween or the
plants will kill each other.
Plants will be destroyed if they reach zero harvastable
cycles, so especially for Noralgis you may want to keep
an eye on your plants so you will not kill them. All
plants will grow on a 8 hour cycle. Natural growing
plants have a high chance of seeding near tiles when
destroyed. So fields will not die down after killed once.
But it will take longer for the field to grow back as
letting one or more cycles in the plants.
Because only one plant can grow on a tile at the same
time there is also only one type of harvesting charges.
This is different to mining where multible types of ore
can share the same tile.
Helioptris and Triandlus can grow to 50 on alpha, and
100 on Beta & Gamma. Prismocitae can grow to 75 on
alpha and 150 on Gamma. Noralgis can grow to 125 on
alpha and 175 on Beta & Gamma.
Yield:
Small and medium mining/harvesting modules have the
same amount of basic yield per cycle. The difference
lies in the cycletime. But there also comes a difference
dependent on the resource. Ores and plants have
different basic yield per cycle. The yield gets modified
by the boni of your bots, your mineral extraction
extentions and industrial tunings. The total bonus can
be seen in the information window of your fitted
module.

Basic yield per cycle:
Titanium & HDT: 1000
Imentium, Sternonit & Silgium: 650
Liquizit & Epriton: 300
Colixum: 100
Helioptris, Triandlus & Prismocitae: 300
Noralgis: 250
Ore Respawn:
Ore fields do not replenish their resources like plants do.
The server checks all few hours for every ore type if the
total ore number drops below a certain amount. If it does
then the server will generate a new field of ore at a
random location.
So geoscanner results can not be used multible times.
Extentions:
I will not list every extentention regarding mineral
extraction here because there are a lot of them.
The most efficient way to skill in the long run is do go for
heavy mech asap. Also running a industry mech is more
difficult then a heavy mech in accumulator and fitting
requirements so not too much should be invested here.
Once you are in a Riveler/Symbiont you basicly want to
get your mining/harvesting better and faster. More yield
per cycle will not affect your accumulator, but you also
want to increase your cycletime. The faster your modules
the more accumulator you will need. So you will always
have to keep your accumulator skills in par with your
cycletime improvements.
A useful concept is to hit for the for the following steps in
given order:
- Heavy mech (Industrial robot control lvl 8)
- „Advanced robotics“ lvl 8 because you will get your most
important boni from there.
- all gathering skills that are not specialized to a specific
resource to lvl 5.
- Heavy mech MK2 (Industrial robot control lvl 10)
- Further improve Gathering Skills to lvl 8
- Specific gathering skills
- Advanced robotics lvl 10

Industry Guide - Part 6: General Industry
Industry 2.0:
With the Industry 2.0 patch came big changes to the
industrial system. Most of the industry extentions got
reworked and the system changed from a simple
additive percent bonus to a point system with
dimishing returns.
What does that mean?
Dependent on your efficieancy points you will get a
bonus to your production. And this is not linear. As it
can be seen in the graph below the curves will get
flater. So the bonus at the beginning will be more
significant for the same number of points then later.

the ammount of resources as a optimal
production. With each point of material efficiency
you will get closer to 100%. 100% means that you
would need the exact amount of resources as the
production requires with no wastage. But that
perfect production is not possible, you can get
close to it, but its unreachable.

Efficency points don't come from extentions alone.
You also get them from your standing to the terminal
holding corporation, from the facility and from the CTs
(Calibration Templates in Mass production.)

2x small = big
When you look at that curves some people tend
to say that the benefit is too small when you
advance more in industry. Its not as big as you
can produce at 30% more efficient then others,
but small boni add up to big ones. When you can
refine at 5% better and produce at 5% better then
these boni will add to a significant beneft. Beeing
able to produce at over 10% better can greatly
increase your profit or you can outrival others.

Mass production will start at 150% material with zero
efficiency points. That means your item will cost 1,5x

Also facilities on a player build base on the
Gamma islands can provide a significant boost.

The material efficiency always applies to the basic materials
that can be found for every producable and recycable item
under „components“. Items or cpu cortexes that are in the
component list are not affected by material efficiency. So these
are always requiered in the exact ammout. Resources,
commodities and fragments are always rounded up.
Facilitiy Bonuses from Terminals:
Alpha 1: no bonus
Alpha 2: all 50
Beta NPC: all 50
Beta Player: 0-125 (dependent on stability and player choice)
Gamma: 0-375 (dependent on tech and buildings)
Efficiency Points from Standing:
Standing (rounded down) x5
Player Gamma base: 50 (at friendly standing)
Calculation:
To calculate your material efficiency beforehand is no easy
task. Most veteran producers use complex spreadsheets for
these kind of things.
P = Efficiency Points
E = Efficiency (Factor)
(These formula will give you a factor. Meaning insted of 110% it
will give you a 1,1. If you want it in % you have to multiply it by
100)
Formula Mass Production & Refining:
E = 1+(1/(P/50+2))
Formula Prototype Production:
E =(1+(1/(P/50+2)))*10
Formula Recycling:
E = 1-(3/(P/25+4))
Formula Time efficiency:
E = 1+(2/(P/50+2))

Industry Guide - Part 7: Research
Research
Research is providing the technology for production. It is obtained by researching
Kernels.
It is needed for Prototype Production as well as providing a bonus to both
Prototype and Mass Production if having personal and corporation research.
Obtaining kernels:
Kernels are primary droped form NPCs but can
also be found in Artifacts in smaller numbers.
Consuming kernels:
You can research any stack or single kernel in a
terminal by right clicking it and select research.
Each kernel will provide you with exactly one
Research Point (RP) of its type.
NPC Kernel drops:
Every NPC will drop two types of Kenels. They will
always drop their factional kernels as well as
Common or Hitech ones.
T1 to T3 NPCs will drop Common, T4 and T5
NPCs will drop Hitech Kernels.
Also the amount of Kernels the NPCs drop is
increasing from lower to higher Tier as well as from
smaller to larger bots.
Research Tree:
All manufacturable technology can be found in the
research tree.
You can unlock the technology by spending your
RP for items in the tree. Of cource there are
prequisites for most items. Also depending on the
location in the tree you will need the extention for
the tree at a certain level (1-10).
The higher the tech in the tree the more expensive
it is. Also some other criteria in RP costs are given.

Skills: Research (1)

RP costs:
Items T1-T3: factional + common
Items T4: factional + Hitech (Hitech=Common/2)
Common Tech: Common x2 (no factional)
Bots: x5 multiplier
MPC T1: Common x2
MPC T2: Common + Hitech
MPC T3: Hitech x2

Ratting
(NPCs)

Artifact
Scanning

- Kernels Faction Kernels

General Kernels

Pelistal
Kernel

Common
Kernel

Nuimqol
Kernel

Hitech
Kernel

Theodica
Kernel

Newtech
Kernel

Personal Research:
You need to unlock the technology to be able to
prototype these items.
RP Donation:
Any Player in a Corporation can donate his/her/its
unspent RP to the Corporation. This is only one
way and can not be undone!
Coorpration research:
The Corp can use the donated RP to build up a
Corporation database at three times the cost as a
personal one. The Corp can asighn rights for its
members to have access to the corp database and
use it as it would be their own without having it for
themselves.
Boni:
Having both, personal and corporation research
will result in a production Bonus for both Prototype
and Mass Production:
Prototyping: resource multiplier x5 (instead of x10)
Mass Production: material efficiency 50p bonus

(+1 tech avalible in a specific tree) 6 different extentions

Industrial
Kernel

New technology: (has noone seen yet!)
New technology can not be obtained before it is invented,
so when new technology appreas on Nia then there will
also be Newtech Kernels. These will be needed to unlock
the new technology. Once this is no longer new
technology all Newtech will be conveted to Hitech
(Kernels, RP and Tech).

Industry Guide - Part 8: Prototype Production
- Commodities -

Prototype Production
Production of standard or prototype Items.
The technology is requierd for any prototype production. This is gaind via
Research.
Prototype items are single produced items that
have slightly better stats than mass produced
items.

For beeing a efficient prototype producer a high
material efficency is adviced because of the
high material costs.

Use of Prototypes:
The main application for prototype items is their
use in reverse engineering to gain calibration
templates for mass production.

The material efficiency can be further increased
by having high standing at the terminal holding
corporation and by using a terminal with a
better prototype facility.

Some high end fittings rely on Prototypes
because of their lower fitting and accumulator
usesage. But these are seldom because of
their way higher production cost and time.

Prototype Tiers:
Prototype tiers are T2P, T3P and T4P for items
and P for Bots.
T1 items and ammo can be prototyped but will
result in standart items. So this process is
usually only done with new technology. Once
you have a T1 item the CTs can be generated
by directly reverse engineering the T1 items.

Prototype Costs:
Prototyping has a default x10 multiplier
comared to Mass Production. This can be
preduced to x5 by having Personal and
Corporate Tech avalible.
Also the Prototype needs the preferious tiers
basic item. So for example you basicly
upgragde a T1 item to a T2 prototype item.

MK2 bots, faction equipent (T2+, T3-, and T4+
items as well as faction ammo) can not be
prototyped (see also tier and tech guide).

Skills:
Prototyping: Parallel processing (1)

(+1 parallel productions per lvl)

Prototyping: Material Efficiency I (5)
Prototyping: Material Efficiency II (6)
Prototyping: Material Efficiency III (7)

(+5 points material efficency per lvl)
(+4 points material efficency per lvl)
(+3 points material efficency per lvl)

Prototyping: Time Efficiency I (3)
Prototyping: Time Efficiency II (4)
Prototyping: Time Efficiency III (9)

(+5 points time efficienty per lvl)
(+4 points time efficienty per lvl)
(+3 points time efficienty per lvl)

- Fragments -

- Tier items -

Prototype Production

- Prototype items -

Industry Guide - Part 9: Reverse Engineering
- Decoder -

Reverse Engineering

- Standard or T1 items -

Production of Calibration Templates for Mass Production.

(1000)
Calibration templates (CTs) are created
from prototype, standart or T1 items by
using a decoder.
Decoders are an uncommon drop from
NPCs and can also be found commonly in
scientific wreckage artifact sites. Decoder
levels are 1 to 10. and higher level
decoders are more rare than lower level
decoder.
The minimum level of the requierd
decoder is shown in the reverse
engineering facility screen when the item
for the reverse engineering process is
draged into it. Any decoder level above
this will raise the material efficiency and
the time ratio of the produced CT.

found and can be bought cheep on the
market while the highest level decoders
are more rare and with this
more
expensive. Because of their higher price
the high level decoders are mostly used in
the creation of T4 equipment or heavy
mech CTs.

- Prototype items -

The only CTs that can not be reverse
engineered are the MK2 bot CTs. These
CTs can only be found via artifact
scanning.
Reverse engineering is not that EP heavy
to learn then Prototype or Mass
production so it often is used together
with one of these professions on the
same industry characters.

Reverse Engineering

Lower level decoders are commonly
Skills:
Reverse Engineering: CT efficiency I (1)
Reverse Engineering: CT efficiency II (2)
Reverse Engineering: CT efficiency II (3)

(+5 points CT eff. per lvl)
(+4 points CT eff. per lvl)
(+3 points CT eff. per lvl)

Reverse Engineering: Parallel Processing I (1)
Reverse Engineering: Parallel Processing II (2)
Reverse Engineering: Parallel Processing III (3)

(+1 parallel prod. per lvl)
(+1 parallel prod. per lvl)
(+1 parallel prod. per lvl)

Reverse Engineering: Time efficiency I (1)
Reverse Engineering: Time efficiency II (2)
Reverse Engineering: Time efficiency III (3)

(+5 points time eff. / lvl)
(+4 points time eff. / lvl)
(+3 points time eff. / lvl)

- Calibration Templates -

Industry Guide - Part 10: Mass Production
- Calibration Templates -

Mass Production

- Commodities -

Mass Production of charges, ammunition, equipment and bots.

Mass Production is the „main“ production
part in Perpetuum. Prototype production
and reverse engineering are mostly prework
for mass production.
The production process always needs
commodities and a calibration template. At
the higher tier item levels there is also the
lower tier items required. Similar as it is at
the prototype production.
Most of the items and bots that are used
and needed ingame are produseced via
mass production. Only a few items can only
be found and not be produced ingame.

Things that can not be mass produced are
special items of the tier levels T0, T2+, T4+,
T3- and faction ammunition. These can only be
found by doing distress beacons (see beacon
guide) or in artifact sites (see artifact guide) or
via mission rewards.
CTs loose efficiency points for each produced
cycle. So there is also a constant need of new
CTs.
CT degration rates: Ammo & Charges:
0,3
Items:
1
Bots:
3
Most MPC structures:
5
Reactors:
10
Terminals & facilities: 20

- Standard and Tier items -

Mass Production
Skills:
Factory: Decalibration efficiency (2)

(-10% CT extraction per lvl)

Factory: Material efficiency I (1)
Factory: Material efficiency II (3)
Factory: Material efficiency III (5)

(+4 points material eff. per lvl)
(+4 points material eff. per lvl)
(+4 points material eff. per lvl)

Factory: Production lines I (1)
Factory: Production lines II (2)
Factory: Production lines III (3)

(+1 production line per lvl)
(+1 production line per lvl)
(+1 production line per lvl)

Factory: Programmed mass production (7)

(+10 maximum cycles per lvl)

Factory: Time efficiency I (5)
Factory: Time efficiency II (7)
Factory: Time efficiency III (9)

(+5 points time eff. per lvl)
(+4 points time eff. per lvl)
(+3 points time eff. per lvl)

- Mass produced items -

Industry Guide - Part 11: Decoder and CT merging
Decoder and CT merging is only avalible in some Gamma terminals! There are no merging facilities on any Alpha or Beta Islands! Merging facilitiers are only avalible via
the Modular Private Colonies (MPC) on the Gamma Islands !

CT Merging

Decoder Merging

Merging of two Calibration Templates into a new one.

Merging of two Decoder of the same level to one decoder at
one level higher.

Calibration template merging will allow
you to merge two CTs of the same
item into a new one.
Any CTs can be used for that. That
includes the MK2 CTs that can not be
produced otherwise.
Merging two CTs will not simply add
both efficiencies together.
Merging Zero level CTs:
The most common method for CT
merging. If you have two run down

CTs then you can merge them
together to a new one with some
points in efficency. Usually around 40p.

Decoder merging will allow you to
merge two decoder of the same level
into one of one level higher.

Merging high level CTs:
For low level producers on alpha it
might make sense to buy themselves
few merged high end CTs. The Points
will not be added together and you
might have a major loss in producable
items from them, but the material
bonus for having more efficiency points
might make up for it.

The merging Process is instant and will
cost some NIC.
The Decoder Combination extention
will reduce the merging costs.
Decoders have not to be merged
singulary as it it with the CTs. Whole
stacks can be merged fast and with
one click if needed.

(+10p eff. per lvl)
(+1 parallel prod. slots)
(+10p time eff. per lvl)

CT
Merging

- CT -

Skills:
Decoder Combination (3)

- Decoder -

+
Item X

Merging can not produce decoder
above level 10.

If the process is worth its NIC will

Skills:
Calibration lab: CT efficiency (3)
Calibration lab: Parallel processing(3)
Calibration lab: Time efficiency (3)

- CTs -

depned on the market prices of the
decoders.

(+10p discout per lvl)

Decoder
Merging

- Decoder -

+
Item X

Item X

Level X

Level X

Level X+1
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Final Words:

Copyrights:

I made this guide for my own fun. I have fun with my semi
professional graphic editing skills, and besides that i think that
Perpetuum is a game with great potential. I hope that you boys
and girls (or whatever you are) are enjoiing the game with all its
pros and cons still as much as i do. The time i wrote this guide
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help this game to get up on its feet and help especially the new
players to show them what a great game this is and will be.
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